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Welcome to Trail Talk  A monthly newsletter all about the Around the Mountains Cycle Trail. This
newsletter contains information and updates about construction and work on the trail, as well as other
aspects including work being carried out with businesses and tourism interests.
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Thumbs up for Stage Two
The Oreti River section of Stage Two of
the Around the Mountains Cycle Trail
has been granted a resource consent by
an independent commissioner.
In his decision Commissioner Denis
Nugent said: “I conclude that the
adverse effects on the environment from
the application overall would be less
than minor, and such effects would be
balanced or outweighed by the positive
benefits to the Southland community of
constructing the trail.”
Southland District Council Services and
Assets Manager Ian Marshall said he
was pleased consent had been granted

and was happy with the conditions
placed upon it.

Above: Cyclists ride through Athol
on Stage One of the trail

“This allows us to complete the trail, one
of the original seven great rides, that
we’ve been working on since its
conception in 2008.”

The consent was to construct and use a
cycle trail, construct seven bridges and
an underpass, to extract 2000 cubic
metres of gravel and to construct
culverts and boardwalks within road
reserve.

He said one of the biggest challenges
will be constructing a path through a
section of beech forest without making
any impact.
“There are a couple of options; we can
avoid the area altogether or we can find
a way to build through that spot without
having any impact. We’re looking at our
options.”
The proposal received 232 submissions,
with 89 submissions in support, 5 neutral
and 138 in opposition.
Submitters can appeal the decision until
around midApril, although at the time of
publication none had done so.

Construction of Stage Two of the Around
the Mountains Cycle Trail is proceeding
as planned, with gravel being laid for the
trail and other work continuing on
sections 6 and 7, from Mossburn to
Centre Hill Road.
Work has also begun on the
construction of bridges.
Group Manager Services and Assets

Two resource consents were sought,
one from Southland District Council and
one from Environment Southland.
Fortyseven conditions have been
placed on the consents. These
conditions include the requirement for an
Environmental Management Plan to be
submitted prior to construction and that
all disturbed ground must be reinstated.
Mr Marshall said if no appeals were
lodged it was expected that the trail
would be completed by the end of the
year.
The decision is available here

Ian Marshall said work is on schedule
and there have been no unexpected
changes.
“We do want to beat the weather, which
is why we’re working on this section
now. Winter conditions would make it
difficult so we are hoping to avoid that.
At this stage we are on track to
complete these sections in July.”

More than just a ride
Design concepts and planned locations of interpretation panels for stage one of the
Around the Mountains Cycle Trail will soon be put to the Northern Southland
communities to have their say.
There are 23 proposed panels; they’ll hold a variety of information ranging from
environmental to heritage information and trail rules.
Community Development Planner Julie Russell said the panels are an important part of
the trail experience.
“They are a way to celebrate and preserve the uniqueness of our communities.”
The panels are also a drawcard for tourists, she said.
“Visitors want an experience, they want to ride but they also want to understand what
they are seeing as they ride on their journey. Feedback from other cycle trails has shown
people are looking for this type of insight.”
The Athol, Garston, Lumsden, Kingston and Mossburn CDAs have had input on the
panels, which will be placed along the trail from Kingston to Mossburn.
There are various design ideas for the panels but it is intended that they tie into the
Around the Mountains brand, which includes an image of three peaks.
What the panels will cost is not yet known, and this will partly depend on the materials
chosen.
The idea is to also have panels for Stage Two.
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